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Discover all the secrets of the big
bang!
Explains the most mysterious
parts of the universe!
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The History of the Big History Project
“This growing, multi-disciplinary approach is focused on high school students,
yet designed for anyone seeking answers to the big questions about the history
of our Universe”

History isn’t a time line

It’s a web, of unlimited connections

Big History studies our past, evaluates our
present, and imagines our future. It was
2008 when recently retired Microsoft executive Bill Gates stumbled across a rogue
lecture series dubbed “big history”. The
David Christian and Micro- series was “clarifying” to Gates- when being interviewed by the New York Times,
soft founder Bill Gates
wanted David Christian s
stating “God, everybody should watch this
lectures on Big History to
thing!”. Soon after his discovery, Gates
be a high school class
contacted David Christian, the lecturer and
creator of the concept of “Big History”.
Gates wanted to turn it into a high school curricular course. The
meeting was at a hotel, and Dave waited anxiously for a multimillionaire to talk about his course. The two exchanged emails after
Gates briefly and bluntly shared his ideas for the concept’s potential.
It didn’t take long before the pair adapted and evolved the course’s
information into school format. They wanted high school kids to
think more deeply about how they came to be and to see how each
small event in the past has had enormous effects and has all lead up
to the present.

Take the class that you will have more
fun in.

Take big history
Big History is about making connections and seeing how little events
have huge ripple effects
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Life: how does it change?
“From so simple a beginning, endless forms so beautiful and wonderful”
-Charles Darwin
From Eukaryotes, to Birds, to President Obama, the life
on earth has, and will, change drastically as time goes on.
The simple cells that used photosynthesis have made quite
the advancement over billions of years. This advanceA tree one of
ment is called evolution, and over history has caused
the many life
lots of controversy (In some cases, even today!).
forms on earth
The most commonly known name associated with
“evolution” is Charles Darwin, author of the famous work, “On the
Origin of Species”. He was faithful and devoted towards his research,
(Famously saying:" I see no good reasons why the views given in this
volume should shock the religious views of anyone.” in one of his publications), most popularly, the Galapagos, in which he demonstrated the
idea of natural selection by presenting illustrations of finches with differing beaks. Another example of natural selection is giraffe’s necks. If giraffes in the same habitat have variating neck sizes, and low lying plants
die out, giraffes with shorter necks would not survive. As time went on,
less and less giraffes with short necks would exist.
What series of “selections” were made on earth? When water first appeared on Earth, minerals from underwater “volcanoes” were emitted,
making an interesting mix of chemicals, resulting in the first life seen.
When these simple bacteria reached the water’s surface, (which eventually happened to all of them), sunlight and exposure would kill them.
They were forced to adapt, and eventually used the sunlight in a process
called “photosynthesis”. These now proactive cells would link together
to form large strings and bodies of cells. This led to fish, like creatures,
who were the first predators on earth. It wasn’t safe to lay eggs in the
water, because other fish would eat them. A simple solution: Laying the
eggs out of the water! With more and more fish laying eggs out of water, more and more simply made their habitats out of the water completely. (Fun fact: the same species of fish that first did this still exists
today!) These creatures turned to
Darwin
reptiles, who turned to very large
discovered
variations in reptiles (Dinosaurs), who were hit
with a devastating asteroid, wiping
the beaks
and necks of them out. Thankfully, small mamfinches
mals lived, and the rest is history.
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The Big Bang

Earth and the Solar System

13.7 billion years ago, there was nothing. Then,
according to Edwin Hubble, a massive explosion occurred. Spreading not only matter, but the concept of
space and time into what we now call our universe.
Edwin Hubble did invent the Hubble telescope. When
The Hubble Space
the Hubble telescope was used, we found evidence to
telescope (above)
can see the radia- believe this theory. Cosmic microwave background
tion from the big radiation came into play later on. Before the Big Bang,
matter and energy was combined. A second after the
big bang, matter and energy separated. Energy took different forms like
gravity and electromagnetism. Matter appeared at electrons and quarks.
Quarks linked together to form protons and neutrons. Energy, gravity,
and quarks are important because it formed our universe as we see today. David Christian is a historian that contributed to increasing our
knowledge. He talks about the modern scientific origin of the big bang.
He explains how Ptolemy used the naked eye to see if the earth was the
center of the universe. He also mentioned how Galileo used a telescope
instead of the naked eye to see if the earth was the center of the universe. David Christian also explained how collective learning is very
important. He mentioned that all the theories that spread over time can
help other scientist come up with more complex theories. The most
commonly viewed article is “Was The Big Bang Really an Explosion”
written by Clara Moskowitz. According to this article, the universe
started off much hotter and much denser than it is today, and expanded
and cooled over time. This article also mentions how scientists think
that the universe didn't begin in with a giant explosion. This article is
important to the Big Bang because it gave information on how the universe was like before the Big Bang and how the universe came to be. It’s
also important because the scientists had theories about the Big Bang,
which led to the claim of the Big Bang’s existence.

“We, as extremely complex creatures, desperately need to know this story of
how the universe creates complexity and why complexity means vulnerability
and fragility”. David Christian

David Christian states the early earth had
formed from atom clusters from the remaining
atoms the sun left about 4.6 billion years ago. As
the atoms would orbit the sun, they would
clump together in atom clusters. Some of these
(Above) This is what atom clusters would gather to be giant planets
we predict an early
and some would gather to become moons. The
planet to look like
rest gathered into meteors, meteorites, or stars.
This all occurred in one of the arms of the milky
way galaxy, about 100,000 light years from the center of the milky
way. For everything to happen in the ways that they did, the universe
had to go through specific goldilocks conditions. These conditions
consist of gravity, accretion, and collisions. If just one collision or
accretion were off, the chances of us forming as beings would cease
to exist. Now, earth isn’t the only planet that formed, of course. For
example Jupiter and Saturn are both planets in our solar system. But
why did they form as well? well there was surprisingly enough matter
left for even more planets to form. The reason why the gas planets
(Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, and Uranus) have rings is because they are
farther from the sun. These rings consist of the same material as the
planets. They were just flattened into disks.
A huge object colliding with the early
Earth is what scientists think created the
moon

This picture shows the
radiation left over from
the massive big bang explosion 13.7 billion years
ago
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New Chemical Elements
In the universe, 6 million years ago, a high
mass star has just exhausted all of its hydrogen, and is now using nuclear fusion to make
heavier elements. The star is now a super
giant. This star will soon create everything on
the periodic table of elements, from the oxygen we breathe to the gold we use for jewelry.

A supernova
remnant

In the Milky Way Galaxy, our home galaxy,
there are anywhere from 100 million to 400
million stars, according to an article by NASA.
These stars are fusing hydrogen into helium in their cores. When a
star uses up all of their hydrogen, they start fusing heavier elements,
like carbon, oxygen, silicon, and any element up to iron. When a high
mass star fills up its core with iron, the heaviest element it can fuse,
it creates a supernova. A supernova is a massive explosion in space
that can shine vary brightly, and many can be seen as very bright
stars by the naked eye. This supernova is hot enough to fuse all the
other chemical elements on the periodic table. These supernovae
create everything on earth, the trees, the houses, you, and this piece
of paper.
Hans Bethe was the first to create the theory of nuclear fusion,
directly in the years following World War 2. Since then we have
studied the process of fusing elements and have even caught a supernova explosion on camera. The major jump in increasing complexity
of our universe all those years ago with the first supernova is what
makes this the third threshold in increasing complexity in the big
history course.

Stars: and who mapped their existence
“This aspect of stars- finally understanding them physically- was a MAJOR step
in astronomy, leading to understanding so much more.”
-Phil Plait, Crash course astronomy
1896: Almost completely Deaf Astronomer Annie
Jump Cannon is invited into a computer research/
observatory now commonly known as “Pickering’s
Women”. This small group of intelligent women were
The women
mapped the stars carefully selected by Harvard University director Edwe can see with ward C. Pickering for the all-female laboratory, despite
the oppressing times for women at the time. Her new
our eyes
colleagues include Williamina Fleming, Henrietta Swan
Leavitt, and Antonia Maury. Their project is simple: Map out all the
stars in the sky.
Together, they mapped out more that 10,000 stars that are visible to
the naked eye. When many of the other women left the project over
time, the last parts of the project were left to Cannon. She had to map
out all the stars in the southern hemisphere on her own. Though her
work is excellent and changed scientific history forever, when the project was complete, the women that contributed were shamed for
“abandoning their duties as women” (sdsc, Science Women). People at
the time would rather have more housewives than scientists.
But the group’s work is not in vain. As time, and scientific revolution
went on, Pickering’s map was used to observe the known stars in the
sky. When astronomers like Sagan, Hawking, and Hubble kept adding
information to the mix, more and more inferences arose of what a star’s
life really was. Here is what we have concluded as of today:

Supernovae created almost
everything on the periodic table
of elements
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